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Abstract

In this paper, we present a hybrid classi�cation method for entities in knowl-

edge representation systems including lexical systems. The method intro-

duced is used in the system LINAS (A Natural Language Interface to Bib-

liographic Databases { Literaturrecherche in nat�urlicher Sprache) for the

speci�cation of lexical entries as well as for the de�nition of semantic rela-

tions in the knowledge representation system, for the support of inferences

and for answer generation.

On the top level, entities are divided into disjunctive sorts which are philo-

sophically motivated. This level is called epistemic{ontological. In the second

level, these sorted entities may be further speci�ed by a given set of features.

Because of the relevance of these features for the characterization of human

social and cultural activities in the broadest sense, this level is called socio{

cultural. Even more speci�c subcategorization information is provided in the

third level, the so{called linguistic subtlety level, which is used for linguistic

�ne di�erentiation exclusively. This is done by connecting lexical entities to

parts of a semantic network. So a �ne grained subcategorization is possible

and a continuous transition from lexical knowledge to world knowledge can

be achieved.
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When building intelligent systems { expert systems, natural language inter-

faces, autonomous robots and so on { a well-de�ned and domain-independent

knowledge representation framework is crucial. For reasons of cognitive ad-

equacy, we prefer a variant of the semantic net family, i.e. multi-layered

extended semantic networks (abbreviated MESNET1). As we see it, no prin-

cipal di�erence between world knowledge or concepts on the one hand and

linguistic knowledge or lexemes on the other hand should be made. It is,

however, quite ine�cient to represent all of the knowledge in a uniform way.

Our goal was especially the development of a classi�cation method for the

system LINAS (a Natural Language Interface to Bibliographic Databases {

Literaturrecherche in nat�urlicher Sprache). This method is needed in LINAS

mainly for the following purposes: for the speci�cation of lexical entries as

well as for the de�nition of semantic relations of the knowledge representation

system proper, for the support of inferences and disambiguation and for

answer generation.

Out of these considerations, we developed a three level classi�cation frame-

work for entities in knowledge representation systems including lexical sys-

tems. On the top level, entities are divided into disjunctive sorts which are

philosophically motivated. This level is called epistemic{ontological. It pro-

vides a small number of general sorts as entry points in order to allow cost{

e�ective and quick �rst compatibility checking. In the second level, these

sorted entities may be further speci�ed by a given set of features. Because of

the relevance of these features for the characterization of human social and

cultural activities in the broadest sense, this level is called socio{cultural.

Even more speci�c information is given in the third, the so{called linguistic

subtlety level whose main motivation is to provide an adequate framework

for the development of a lexicon strongly interrelated with the general knowl-

edge representation paradigm. This is done by connecting lexical entities to

parts of a semantic network. So a �ne grained subcategorization is possible

1see [Helbig and Herold, 1994] for details
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and a continuous transition from lexical knowledge to world knowledge can

be achieved. Sorts, features and �ne{grained characterizations of lexical en-

tities also play an important part in e�ective disambiguation and checking

of congruency conditions during semantic analysis.

Before we come to present our approach, a short survey of related work is

given. Especially in applied systems, a relatively free mixture of categories

belonging to di�erent layers of representation can be found.

2.1 Naive Semantics by Dahlgren

Dahlgren's2 so{called naive semantics deals with the knowledge underlying

natural language understanding. The aim of understanding requires complex

reasoning strategies that must be optimally supported by the knowledge rep-

resentation formalism. Like us, Dahlgren assumes that linguistic and con-

ceptual knowledge are actually represented in the same way. She proposes

a bi{partite framework: lexemes are on the one hand classi�ed according

to the ontology given in �gure 1 and on the other hand they are provided

with features expressing their generic meaning as Dahlgren calls it.

Dahlgren points out that the possibility of cross{classi�cation is crucial for

inference processes. Therefore, she rejects explicit ordering of sorts at the

same level. Already the top level distinction between abstract/real and indi-

vidual/collective mentions two contrasts that are important for commonsense

reasoning. That's why each has to be adressable separately. But, in accor-

dance with the tradition of semantic knowledge representation, we do not

consider the individual vs. collective dichotomy to be the appropriate dis-

tinction, rather the opposition of individual vs. generic and collective vs. non

collective seems adequate (cf. subsection 3.1 on page 16).

2[Dahlgren, 1988]
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entity ! (abstract _ real) &
(individual _ collective)

abstract ! ideal _ propositional _ quantity _ irreal

quantity ! numerical _ measure

real ! (physical _ temporal _ sentient) &
(natural _ social)

physical ! (stationary _ nonstationary) &
(living _ nonliving)

nonstationary! selfmoving _ nonselfmoving

collective ! mass _ set _ structure

temporal ! relational _ nonrelational

relational ! (event _ state) &
(mental _ emotional _ nonmental)

event ! (goal _ nongoal) &
(activity _ accomplishment _ achievement)

Figure 1: The Ontological Schema from Naive Semantics by Dahlgren

With Dahlgren, a lexeme often comprises a variety of meanings and there-

fore has to be classi�ed by di�erent sorts. E.g. John can be used to refer

to mammal { a subtype of animal, which in turn is an abbreviating con-

vention for the following path through the ontology: individual & natural &

selfmoving3 & living, or alternatively to person { a naming convention for the

path individual & natural & sentient. Another example is provided by clinic

where institution (i.e. collective & social & sentient) or place (i.e. individual &

nonliving & stationary) are possible readings.

As we shall see, the type sentient for all thinking beings covers about the same

entities than our feature potential agent. It summarizes person, institution and

(social) role of Dahlgren. The latter means lexemes like nurse or judge and

abbreviates the path individual & social & sentient.

Not every feature is allowed with every class. The combinatory potential

is constrained by so{called kind types. Although the number of features is

potentially limitless, the 54 used so far seem to guarantee a good coverage. In

3Because of the di�culties arising in the characterization of animals as selfmoving ob-

jects (counterexample: coral) we have refrained from this feature (cf. subsection 3.2).
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order to provide adequate information for deduction processes, the features

attributed to a lexeme are grouped into typical and inherent ones. The

typical ones need not necessarily hold for every instance of the lexemewhereas

inherent ones invariably characterize an entity referred to by the lexeme.

We also consider sorts useful because they allow a quick rough classi�cation.

For practical reasons, however, we strongly oppose to cross{classi�cation:

sorts should exclude each other.4 The introduction of features to re�ne the

sortal speci�cation seems appropriate. In our view, features generally express

typical characterizations only, while sorts5 represent categorical ones.

2.2 Ontology of the LILOG{Project

In the following, we want to make a statement about the LILOG6{ontology

in general and pick out some sorts in order to clarify our point of view.

LILOG aimed at the development of a knowledge based text understand-

ing system. The application scenario was sightseeing in D�usseldorf. The

analysis of a couple of texts extracted from a traveller's guide produced a

skeleton of sorts. The resulting sorts were arranged in an ontology which is

divided in two main levels - the upper structure and lower structure. Whereas

the latter contains application speci�c sorts, the former comprises applica-

tion independent ones. A part of the upper structure hierarchy is shown in

�gure 2. An example for a lower structure sort is Altbierkneipe7. Addi-

tionally, the ontology was augmented by sorts partially motivated through

pragmatic, implementation speci�c considerations (e.g. Liste as a subtype of

Struktur). Another source for sorts are grammatical categories, e.g. Pr�apo-

sition. Simmons
8 argues that the introduction of Pr�aposition was required

by implementation details of LILOG's generation component. In summary,

4cf. 3.1
5cf. 3.2
6LILOG (Linguistic and logic methods for the computational understanding of Ger-

man), a project of IBM Germany, cf. [Herzog and Rollinger, 1991]
7a special type of pub to be found exclusively in D�usseldorf
8[Simmons, 1992]
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Figure 2: Part of the LILOG{Ontology

LILOG sorts are motivated by various reasons. As we see it, categories like

Altbierkneipe introduced merely because of application speci�c occurrence are

only acceptable when they are e.g. necessarily used to specify selectional re-

strictions of verbs which have to be represented { for example an action that

only can be performed in or by a Altbierkneipe. There are a lot of categories

of such a quality for which it is not obvious why they are sorts at all. Fur-

thermore, the distinction between upper structure and lower structure sorts is

not clearly made. We would like to have some criteria to separate them.

2.3 Word and World Knowledge by Lang

Lang
9 also critically comments on the LILOG{ontology just sketched. Basi-

cally, he argues for a strict separation between what he calls world knowledge

and word knowledge. His central postulate is that these essentially di�er in

structure. This di�erence should accordingly be reected in two distinct tax-

onomies that are interrelated: linguistically determined entities combine to

refer to extra-linguistic concepts. The following example sentences illustrates

his point:

(1) a. The family members hate each other.

b. *The family hates each other.

The linguistic expressions family members and family denote the same per-

sons. However, the use of a collective term like family makes the reference to

each single member impossible. According to Lang, this distinction between

9[Lang, 1992]
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collective terms and expressions for sets of individuals is a typical example of

an exclusively linguistically motivated contrast. In contrast with Lang, we

do not think that the cited example gives an argument that the distinction

between collective and non collective is linguistically motivated. To hate

each other simply asks for a multitude as agent on the intensional level (be it

families or family members) regardless of the fact whether the singular term

(family or family member) has a set or an individual as extension or not.

Furthermore, Lang sees the distinction between person-like vs. non person-like

as being motivated by the language because there are two separate forms to

ask for each: who vs. what. Other examples he mentions are concrete vs. ab-

stract (e.g. house, water vs. thought, pity) and limited vs. unlimited, expressed

by a countable noun like house, thought vs. a mass term like water, pity. The

reason why these four cross-classifying sorts must be regarded as linguisti-

cally grounded is that they are relevant for plural formation: countable nouns

all have plural forms whereas concrete and simultaneously unlimited entities

at most show sortal plural and abstract entities that are at the same time

unlimited lack plural forms altogether.

Non linguistic categorizations concern e.g. typical properties like the size of

an entity or its usability as an instrument or, more generally, its distinction

as a usable thing, general hierarchies like the classi�cation of living beings into

humans, animals and plants, artefact vs. natural kind and so on.

Lang himself is forced to concede that the borderline between word and world

knowledge cannot be drawn as strictly as he would like it. His de�nition of

linguistic categories as those that manifest themselves in language leads to

several cases of dual classi�cation: the conceptual category usable thing is

reected in language as shown in the following example:

(2) a. *This plane can y. vs.

b. James Bond's car can y.

For Lang, a typical purpose of a usable thing { such as ying for a plane {

cannot be explicitly expressed as an ability using the auxiliar verb can. An-

other example where no clear separation between world and word knowledge
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according to Lang's criteria can be given is the animate vs. inanimate dis-

tinction. It is basically independent from language, but gets reected in sub-

categorisation restrictions of verbs like to grow up or to putrefy. Simmons10,

in his comment to Lang, also warns of e�ciency problems arising from fre-

quent parallelism between linguistic and conceptual hierarchies. Especially

very speci�c sorts like Altbierkneipe usually have a one-to-one mapping to

the linguistic taxonomy and thus cause an enormous amount of redundancy.

2.4 The Concept Family by Bierwisch

In his essay11 about the semantic and conceptual representation of lexical

entities, Bierwisch holds the view that there is a basic di�erence between

these two but that they closely interact. The interaction is mediated by

the semantic entry for a lexeme: it determines what he calls a family of

conceptual entities, i.e. possible interpretations. Consider the following set

of example sentences:

(3) a. The school donated a signi�cant amount of money.

(school1)

b. The school has a at roof. (school2)

c. He enjoyed school very much. (school3)

d. School is one of the foundations of civilization. (school4)

In each, school occurs in another meaning: In sentence a, school1 denotes a

speci�c institution whereas in sentence b, the concrete building school2, i.e.

the location of the institution, is referred to. Sentence c is about school as

a process represented by school3. In sentence d, school4 means a general

principle.

According to Bierwisch, these di�erences in meaning are conceptual vari-

ants determined by the context. In contradistinction to di�erent readings

of a lexeme, they do not belong to lexical knowledge. The decision of this

10[Simmons, 1992]
11[Bierwisch, 1983]
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Figure 3: Concept Family of school by Bierwisch

question is also important for the classi�cation problem because we have to

decide if there are several lexemes schooli (1 � i � n) belonging to di�erent

categories or if there is only one lexeme school0 which has to be conceptually

di�erentiated. But what is the class of school0? For Bierwisch, the seman-

tic entry for a lexeme only comprises a least common denominator. So, for

instance school would have to be speci�ed as having teaching and learning

processes as its purpose. The meaning of an actual occurrence of school out

of a range given by its related concept family is then only determined by

context.12

Bierwisch supports his view by the following observation: di�erent contex-

tual variants, in contradistinction to di�erent lexical readings, are more likely

to be comprised in a single occurrence of a lexeme in language use. In the

example sentence 4, school is used in its location and institution variant at

the same time.

(4) The school situated near the sports �eld donated a major sum.

As explicitly stressed by the author, he does not claim to be exhaustive in

enumerating contextual variants. Nevertheless, he mentions no less than

eight variants for opera. As we see it, this results from not distinguishing at

12The importance of context for determining word meaning is also stressed in the ap-

proaches by [Pustejovsky, 1991] and [Mehl, 1993].
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least two di�erent readings of opera { one as institution with the range of

variants illustrated for school above, and one for everything related to the

performances rehearsed therein, cf. theatre and play where we have di�erent

lexicalizations.

The possible alternative view { suggested by �gure 3 above { to Bierwisch's

basic approach is explicitly rejected by the author himself: although it seems

natural to distinguish one of the contextual variants as primary { such as

institution for school { he claims that it would be counterintuitive to do so.

Nevertheless, we tend towards this alternative proposal because the regular-

ities discussed above are always centered around certain basic meanings (in

this case around institution). Our approach, including a discussion of dif-

ferences to Bierwisch's view, is presented in section 3.3 on page 30. In his

opinion, only derived meanings like in metaphoric use can be seen as based

on a primary meaning that is changed by contextual functions. Bierwisch

himself, however, points out that there are examples where the lexical sys-

tem has an impact on the set of possible contextual variants. So, conceptual

and lexical knowledge cannot always be neatly separated as the following

sentences show:

(5) a. He enjoyed school very much.

b. *He enjoyed parliament very much.

E.g. museum, parliament or clinic exclude the process variant allowed by

otherwise similar lexemes denoting an institution like school, university or

opera. Another example along the same lines he mentions is illustrated by

the following pair of sentences:

(6) a. The parliament is situated on the edge of town.

b. *The government is situated on the edge of town.

The lexeme government does not o�er the contextual variant location as other

institutions do.

In summary, we think that the careful attempt to separate conceptual and

lexical knowledge undertaken here, although it certainly has its merits, is
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likely to run counter to the needs of building a practical language under-

standing system.

As we saw, the approaches presented so far do not propose a unique represen-

tation formalism. As far as representational devices such as sorts or features

are used, they are not considered as excluding but as complementing each

other. In this line of thinking, we propose three levels, each with its own

methodology: A taxonomy of disjunctive sorts can and should only provide

a rather rough classi�cation into categories of primary importance. These

categories have much in common with those that philosophers talk about. We

call them epistemic{ontological because they represent taxonomic knowledge

about the world. They form the �rst level. Examples are quantity, quality

or abstract vs. concrete entity. Sorts are mainly used to de�ne the algebraic

structure of the knowledge representation system.

In a second, socio{cultural level, the sorts may be further speci�ed by adding

features from a given range. They comprise e.g. the classical animate { inani-

mate distinction as well as the one between movable and non-movable objects.

If we tried to use these features in order to de�ne disjunctive categories, this

would at best produce rather arti�cial sorts. In contrast to the epistemologic{

ontological level, there is no global hierarchy but some rule{like interrelation.

For example, being human consistently involves being animate and natural.

Analogously, any institution is a legal entity and at the same time a potential

agent.

An important distinction between sorts (like abstract or concrete) and fea-

tures (like movable, non-movable) consists in the fact that the former are

always categorically assigned to concepts while the latter generally charac-

terize typical properties of entities which can be overridden in certain contexts

(cf. 3.2). Both levels make use of a �xed inventory of primitives { sorts or

features respectively { and both provide a rather global classi�cation.
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This sets them apart from the third level where su�ciently �ne{grained spec-

i�cations are possible, which are necessary to characterize the combinatory

potential of special lexems. Connections to parts of semantic networks are

established in order to achieve even the most speci�c characterization. Be-

cause of this, we call this level of categorization the linguistic subtlety level.

For example, the verb to neigh subcategorizes for an agent which generally

is a horse or ticking is classifed as an activity that usually relates to concrete

objects having a clockwork as a part and the like.

There is really no clear-cut principal distinction between the levels. It is

brought about by people interested in a usable framework for knowledge rep-

resentation because of methodological reasons. The whole lexical and world

knowledge could be homogenously described by means of concepts (nodes)

and relations (arcs) in a uni�ed sort{free semantic network (in analogy to

logic where a sorted calculus can be replaced by a sort{free calculus with

additional sort predicates). Therefore in our view, no principal distinction

between linguistic and world knowledge can reasonably be made. It is only for

practical considerations { e�ciency of processing with the currently available

techniques { that a �xed inventory of sorts and features is proposed. Never-

theless, our three level approach is well{motivated and consistent. It provides

a suitable basis for other applications than ours as well. On the base of these

considerations, the distinction of the three levels described becomes also a

pragmatic question. Sorts and features are indispensable for de�nition pur-

poses and for e�ective checking of selection restrictions (congruency tests).

The structure of the three level model including a small set of examples is

shown in �gure 4. Especially in natural language processing and seman-

tic representation of the meaning of texts and dialogues, sorts and features

are used to characterize the nodes of semantic networks. Features are mainly

used to specify the subcategorization of the semantic representatives of whole

classes of verbs and nouns to rule general congruencies. The main motiva-

tion for the aplication of semantic relations and functions at the linguistic

subtlety level is to provide an adequate framework for the development of a

lexicon strongly interrelated with the general knowledge representation par-
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Figure 4: The Three Level Classi�cation

adigm. In contrast with Lang, we think that the elements of all three levels

have an impact on the natural language use of concepts or lexemes speci�ed

with them. This becomes obvious because e.g.

. on the �rst level, substances have no plural form,

. on the second level, non-animals cannot eat and

. on the third level, only a cat can mew etc.

So, it is not our aim to separate linguistically and non linguisticallymotivated

levels. However, the association of linguistic motivation contained in all levels

is perfectly clear on the linguistic subtlety level.

3.1 Epistemic{Ontological Level

There are two major motivational sources of sorts in LINAS. The �rst is

the de�nition of semantic relations and functions. Both are elements of a

structured representation language (MESNET) based on semantic networks

and applied in natural language processing. At this point, there are intrinsic

dependencies between the de�nition of basic relations and functions and the

�xing of a set of sorts used for these de�nitions. In the following, we give
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a short explanation of how we solved this problem. It is of importance

that we start with the selection of relations and functions which are derived

from semantic interrelations that occur in natural language { for further

information see [Helbig and Herold, 1994] in which a detailed motivation for

a basic set of semantic relations and functions is given. Consider example 7.

(7) Because Jim wasn't careful, he was hurt by the car.

The relation behind this conditional clause is a relation between cause (Jim

wasn't careful.) and e�ect (. . . , he was hurt . . . ). Jim was actually not

careful and actually hurt. We represent this relation by introducing the

relation CAUS connecting a CAUSE and an EFFECT. To de�ne CAUS and to

check potential �llers, we need to generate sorts which constitute the domain

of CAUSE and EFFECT, respectively. In this case, both domains can be

de�ned by facts [fa], so the de�nition of relation results in CAUS: fa � fa.

Other requirements of semantic representation, e.g. for in the house or on the

table, lead to sorts like concrete object [c] and location [l]. Using particular

functions, it is possible to generate locations from physical objects by seman-

tic functions like �IN or �ON requiring a sort like location. So, the formal

de�nition can be given as �IN: c ! l.

The second motivation for sorts is a fast consistency check used in the se-

mantic interpretation of natural language sentences. The �llers of correctly

identi�ed semantic relations have to satisfy the demands given by sort re-

strictions.

There is, however, another set of relations and functions whose arguments

have to be necessarily speci�ed in more detail { for de�ning purposes as

well as for consistency checks. Speci�cations of this kind don't have a basic

character, rather they require means to further specify sorts. As a rule, these

means are motivated by human like activities. So, they are treated in the

subsection about features on page 24.
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In contrast to other approaches, we reject sorts inuenced by particular ap-

plications - as for example the already cited Altbierkneipe13. Those categories

can be characterized by third level tools, but they have a distinct character

from sorts. For example, Altbierkneipe would only be introduced to specify a

particular verb which may only be used in relation to Altbierkneipe.

In contradistinction to Dahlgren, we strongly oppose to introducing a sort

like collective, especially as a counterpart for individual. Rather, collective con-

trasts with non collective and individual with generic as illustrated in �gure 5.

For instance, this crowd picks out a collective individual { collective because

it denotes a set as a whole and individual because it refers to a particular

crowd. A crowd, however, can be used to denote the generic concept crowd

as exempli�ed in the following sentence: It is easy to disappear in a crowd.

This analogously holds for non collective concepts like Jim T. and a man.

individual generic

collective this crowd a crowd

non collective Jim T. a man

Figure 5: Interrelation between Individual, Generic and Collective

There are also collective terms for times, e.g. vacation which is a pluraletan-

tum in German (Ferien) or abstract entities like police in individual as well

as in generic form.

So, instead of using sorts, we distinguish collective and non collective as

well as individual and generic concepts by di�erent layers of the knowledge

representation system MESNET
14. These layers cannot be expressed in terms

of sorts because they run across the sorts and they are not relevant for the

de�nition of semantic relations and functions. The following sentences are to

explain the identical use of sorts15 regardless of the assignment of concepts

to certain layers:

13especially LILOG{ontology
14For detailed information see [Helbig and Herold, 1994].
15explained below
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(8)
Summernoncollective

Vacationcollective

9=
;

te

is fun for everyone.

(9)
This catindividual

A catgeneric

9=
;

tg

usually drinks milk.

The way we express the collective character of concepts is treated in short

form in subsection 3.3 on page 32.

In our approach, the top level of the hierarchy divides entities into six sub-

classes which are �rst described and illustrated with examples. Based on this

introduction, the motivation behind them will be given.

Main classes are

. concrete entity [c],

. facts [fa],

. abstract entity [a],

. facts speci�er [fas],

. quality [ql] and

. quantity [qn].

A concrete entity is one perceptible by the senses. It can be separated into

substance [s] and thing [tg].

Substances are not countable as for instance water, wood and steel. Things

comprise countable, spatially delimited entities like bottle, tree and train.

Facts can be subdivided into dynamic (event [ev]) and static facts (state

[st]). Furthermore, event is splitted into action [ac] and occurrence [oc]. The

underlying criterion for this distinction is the existence of an agentive force16.

An example for action is to read, for occurrence to fall.

Like concrete entities, abstract entities are conceptually treated as if they

had an object{like character but they lack a physical counterpart. They are

splitted into

16Cf. the de�nition of the feature potential agent in section 3.2 on page 27
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. attribute [at] (courage, density),

. relation [re] (relationship),

. abstract object [oa] (variable, concept),

. temporal abstract entity [te] (the Renaissance),

. modality [mo] (possibility) and

. abstracted facts [faa].

Abstracted facts [faa] is introduced to account for facts in quasi object{like

form, for example the representation of integration vs. to integrate. To inte-

grate is used to express an action17 with various facets whereas integration is

used to speak about an action as an object. Consider the following sentences:

(10) Jim has integrated the formula by using the Simpson method. In

the course of integration, he made a mistake.

A di�erent view is held by Dahlgren: she classi�es verbs in nominalized

form in the same way as she does with verbs used 'ordinarily' { both are

REAL and more speci�cally TEMPORAL entities.

One, the events and actions indicated by verbs are viewed as real en-
tities. Two, the di�erence between parallel sentences like John fought

with Bill and There was a �ght between John and Bill is seen as lin-
guistic and not conceptual. Conceptually, the noun �ght and the verb
�ght are found under the same ontological node.
([Dahlgren, 1988], p. 80)

As stated above, we do not agree with her view. The linguistic distinction

she concedes reects an important contrast as demonstrated in example 10.

In our approach, the whole event described by the �rst sentence in example

10 is encapsulated and the whole capsule is treated as an abstract object.

Beside this missing conceptual distinction, nominalized verbs like �ght have

an abstract character which prevents an equal treatment with the verb.

17
For explanation of action see below.
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Corresponding to the classi�cation of facts, subclasses of abstracted facts are

abstracted state [sta] (illness) and abstracted event [eva] with its two subdi-

visions abstracted action [aca] (integration) and abstracted occurrence [oca]

(rain).

The other remaining classes (facts speci�er [fas], quality [ql] and quantity [qn])

on the top level of the hierarchy are typically used to speci�y entities men-

tioned above (fa, c and a).

The facts speci�ers, time [t], location [l] and modaliser [md], allow to assign

temporal restrictions (in 1994, at night) or local restrictions (in Munich, on

the table) to facts as well as to make statements about the validity of facts

(Perhaps, Jim will arrive tomorrow.). This amounts to saying that fas refer

to parts of the spatial{temporal continuum with respect to time and space

or to possible worlds with respect to modality. Specifying facts in this way

is qualitatively di�erent from modifying them by graduators18.

Furthermore, location and time are used to specify concrete as well as abstract

entities, e.g. the book on the table/from 1902, the pressure in the bottle/ideas

of 1789.19 There are other, physically and philosophically motivated, ap-

proaches which connect locations exclusively to objects and times exclusively

to facts, for instance Schubert20. In these approches, no direct speci�cation

of a local setting is allowed for facts, neither is a speci�cation of a temporal

setting for objects. Even if such approaches have their good physical or philo-

sophical reasons, they are less convincing from the cognitive point of view.

The cognitively more adequate solution o�ered by the use of fas in semantic

representation leads to a exible and at the same time concise representation

of the relations involved. All information cognitively relatable to facts, local

and temporal alike, is allowed to be connected directly with them. So, the

orientation in time and space of facts need not be deduced from the one of

the entities involved. This results in an advantage for quick inferences as well

18Cf. the de�nition of graduators on page 21
19There might even be a di�erence between concrete and abstract locations, e.g. the �lm

on TV, the ideas in the book. In this paper, we do not want to extend this discussion.
20[Schubert, 1974]
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as an e�cient compression of information. Consider the following examples:

(11) a. In February 1994, Jim had a bad fall in Zermatt.

b. In February 1994, it was heavily snowing in Zermatt.

c. While Jim was on a holiday in Nice after the accident,

his house standing in Zermatt was sold in Munich.

In example a, Jim was in Zermatt and there he fell. In our approach, the

occurrence that Jim fell is speci�ed in its entirety by the location in Zermatt.

In other approaches, the starting point is the fact that Jim was located in

Zermatt, and because of his being there, one can infer that the occurrence

as a whole took place there, i.e. Jim fell in Zermatt.

In example b, however, there is no object for the location to be connected

with.

This poses no problem for our approach whereas other approaches would be

forced into postulating some object "snow" in order to be able to attribute a

location at all to the semantic representation of sentence b. The sentence c

presents facts where none of the object locations (Nice, Zermatt) locates the

entire selling event that took place in Munich. Again, a natural situation for

us but a barrier for approaches connecting locations to objects only, because

the objects, (e.g. the auctioneer) to which the location in Munich could be

attached stay implicit in the sentence.

Back to the top level, further modi�cation is possible by quality and quantity.

The latter is closely connected to speci�cation by number. In detail, there

are the following sorts:

. number [n] divided into

� inde�nite number [ni] (many) and

� de�nite number [nd] (12),

. formula [fo] ((dx/dt), max[p,q]),

. unit of measurement [um] (miles, pieces) and

. measurement [me] (12 miles)
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Finally, quality contains speci�er [sp] and operational entity [eo]. The former

comprises speci�ers which are interpretable independently from the concept

speci�ed, the latter can only be understood in conjunction with the entity

they operate on. In contrast to speci�ers, operational entities generate new

objects. Subclasses for independently interpretable entities, i.e. speci�ers, are

relational properties [pr] like inverse21 and qualitative absolute properties [pq]

like dead and round. Subclasses for operational entities are graduator [gr]

and operational properties [po]. Very, exactly or nearly can be mentioned as

examples for graduators. They are used to graduate properties (very cold),

quantities (exactly 3 lbs.) and facts (nearly forget). In contrast to facts

speci�ers, graduators operating on facts are not used as indices to particular

'worlds' but they generate an event or a state of a new quality based on

the original one. Operational properties include semantic associative properties

[poa] like philosophical or semantic relative properties [por] like thick. The

terminus relative means here: getting its full meaning only in connection with

certain other entities. The semantic relative properties are the only properties

which are gradable. They have no extensional meaning for themselves.

In contradistinction to speci�ers where e.g. empty is extensionally related to

the set of all empty things, no extensional counterpart in the real world can

be assigned to operational entities per se. For example, no set of entities in

the world can be speci�ed as extension for large as the following sentence

illustrates: A large y is a small animal. The extension of large y is not the

intersection of the set of large things and the set of ies. Figure 6 gives an

overview of the sorts from the �rst level. Having introduced the elements

of the �rst level, we concentrate in the following on the structure behind it.

As already mentioned above, the top level entities split into two subgroups:

facts, abstract and concrete entity on the one hand, and quantity, quality and

facts speci�er on the other hand. The entities of the second subgroup are used

to further determine entities of the �rst subgroup. Let's have a closer look

at this �rst group. Whereas concrete entity branches into merely two main

classes { substance and thing, abstract entities form six disjunctive subclasses.

21Because of the relational character of these speci�ers, they are only usable for sets.
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Figure 6: First Level Hierarchy
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However, it must be mentioned that the entire classi�cation of abstract en-

tities is not fully accomplished until now.

The reason for the sparse subclassi�cation of concrete entities lies in the

nature of the possible subclasses: Concrete entities that are e.g. natural may be

movable. A number of arti�cial things has to be classi�ed as movable as well,

and both natural and arti�cial things may constitute a potential agent and

so on and so forth. First level sorts should be kept disjunctive, however, for

the reasons mentioned above. A further subdivision for substance and thing

inevitably leads to a cross-classi�cation or, alternatively to rather arti�cial

sorts. For this reason, we decided to let the sort hierarchy end here. Further

subdivisions can then much more naturally be made with the help of second

level features.

The situation is di�erent with abstract entities that quite nicely subdivide

into disjunct classes. Abstract object constitutes the largest subclass that

most requires further branching by socio{cultural features like information or

method. The splitting of attributes into operational and non{operational ones

as subsorts is justi�ed because this distinction applies only in this connection

(i.e. not for other sorts). Relation distinguishes itself by semantically linking

at least two entities. Abstracted facts have been introduced in order to cover

references to facts as a whole. Temporal abstract entity like the Renaissance

involves a speci�cation of a stretch of time. For this reason, temporal abstract

entity can be used to temporally specify facts.

Facts form a top level sort of their own. They can be classi�ed neither as

concrete nor as abstract entity as has often been done. Their subdivision into

event and state could alternatively be carried out with the features dynamic

and static. But again, this would be the only use of these features. Apart

from this, the subdivision of dynamic and static facts is deeply rooted in

philosophical considerations because the concept of time is inherentely con-

nected with the dynamics of the world (without changes, there would be no

time). As a further subdivision of events, we propose the distinction between

action and occurrence which is grounded on the existence or the lack of an

agent, respectively.
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We turn now to the second subgroup of the top level entities. Facts speci-

�er is responsible for locating entities in space and time as well as making

statements about their truth value.

Quality further speci�es relevant properties of facts or other entities. Quantity

does this with respect to measurable entities. Number branches into de�nite

and inde�nite ones. As de�niteness is used as a distincitve feature only in

this connection, this contrast is expressed by disjunctive �rst level sorts.

3.2 Socio{Cultural Level

As already mentioned, the second level provides a number of features that

allow a �ner characterization of �rst level sorts and they are more closely

connected with the interrelations between human beings and other parts of

the world, i.e. with human activities in general.

On the one hand, featured sorts are of advantage to the de�nition of a par-

ticular set of semantic relations and functions describing human activity in

the broadest sense (including mental activitites like judgement, thinking and

so on). According to the character of this level, dealing with the world from

a subjective human perspective, semantic relations de�ned by sorts as well

as by features can be seen as socio{cultural in a very wide sense. It must

be emphasized that the denomination of the di�erent levels gives no strong

criteria for the division between sorts and features but only a certain orien-

tation. Typical relations for the socio{cultural level are, for instance, POSS,

the relation between owner and owned object. This relation and the corre-

sponding feature legal person characterizing the �rst argument are only of

importance because of the special organization of human society.22 Another

example is AGT, the relation that names the causer of an action, in which

the causer is actively doing something. The causer is de�ned by the sort

concrete entity and further speci�ed by the feature potential agent.

On the other hand, featured sorts are able to group entities according to

22Cultures where this relation is of less importance are imaginable and did actually

exist.
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particular aspects. E.g. for actions which are related to physical transfers23,

�llers of object roles have to be concrete entity and movable. So, with a

combination of sorts and features speci�c classes especially for �llers of roles

opened by verbs can be generated. Analogously, one can classify whole groups

of verbs by relating them to roles speci�ed by features, e.g. all actions that

can be performed only by human beings like to believe or to think.

Although features normally are applicable to a range of sorts, this range is

always limited. Animal, for example, only applies to thing.

feature sorts

arti�cal [c]

animate [tg]

movable [tg]

human [tg]

animal [tg]

potential agent [tg]

method [ev],[eva],[oa]

instrument [c]

institution [tg],[oa]

legal person [tg]

information [c],[a]

geographical concept [oa],[tg]

Figure 7: The Features of the Socio{Cultural Level

Figure 7 shows the most important features of the second level. The features

arti�cial and (typical) instrument apply to concrete entity, substance and thing

alike, whereas animate, movable, human, animal, potential agent, legal entity

and social role apply exclusively to thing. Geographical concept and institution

are used to specify alternatively abstract object or thing. Information combines

with concrete entity as well as with abstract object. Method relates to event,

abstracted event or abstract object.

23see PTRANS from the set of generic relations postulated by [Schank, 1975]
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The feature arti�cial distinguishes a concrete entity resulting from socio{

cultural processes from a natural one. A clear distinction between arti�cial

and non arti�cal entities is hard to draw. Granite, water and woman are

de�nitely not arti�cal whereas gasoline and dishwasher de�nitely are. Enti-

ties which cannot easily be classi�ed, e.g. in principle non arti�cial entities

that are nevertheless results of an act of social intervention are Persian cat

or grain. These problems lead Dahlgren to the following de�nition:

Social entities are always functional. Although natural objects are
sometimes used functionally, as when a rock is used as a weapon,
social objects such as a knife can only come into being socially, and
never naturally. This is the basic distinction between SOCIAL and
NATURAL entities in the ontology. ([Dahlgren, 1988], p.51)

We also decide to classify all living things (plants, animals and humans)

regardless of possible human intervention as non artifcial. In contrast, a

stricter criterion applies to substance. For example in German, substances

that are chemically identical are di�erentiated with respect to their origin:

nat�urliche Aromasto�e are natural substances whereas naturidentische Aro-

masto�e have been arti�cially produced.

Animate allows to distinguish e.g. stone and tree. Both are non arti�cial, only

tree is animate. So, there is an intersection of non arti�cal and animate thing24

but it is necessary to deal with both.

At �rst sight, movable seems easy to de�ne. But what does non movable

mean? How would one classify a house or a tree? Once you use a crane or a

low{loader, it is possible to move around even a house. Our criterion for non

movable is the forced permanent connection to ground of the given object

or a speci�c limit of weight. For instance tree, house or rock are then non

movable. Examples for movable objects are book or table. This feature allows

to address a wide range of entities which play a role in human activitites

involving transport (throw or lift).

The features human and animal are used to separate entities that are respec-

tively human and animal and thus to separate activities that only can be

24objects classi�ed as animate are a subset of those assigned to non arti�cal.
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performed by human beings, e.g. mental acts, respectively by animals, e.g.

to brood.

Entities speci�ed by the features to be explained now have to be interpreted

as 'normally used in this meaning'. For instance, an entity that is labelled

with instrument is usually used as an instrument but needs not be an instru-

ment in every case. See the following sentences:

(12) a. The thief broke the window with a hammer.

b. The hammer was left on the scene of crime.

Whereas hammer is in general a thing, it is in most cases an instrument.

Method can be seen as the abstract counterpart to instrument.

(13) a. The picture was �xed by gluing it on the wall.
method

b. Gluing is a muddy handiwork.

The potential agent feature has an similar character this time explicitly re-

ected in the name. It expresses the general possibility to actively bring

about an action { nothing is said about intention25. The potential agent fea-

ture is thus attributed to entities that distinguish themselves by having an

inherent, propelling force, i.e. potential to act or move. So for instance, sun,

engine, autopilot or man are potential agent, stone, tree or sign are not. The

latter may nevertheless cause something (The tree caused him to stop.) but

they are not able to cause it actively.

The importance of institution has been emphazised also by Bierwisch
26.

In section 3.3 on page 30, we explain how we deal with the problem in-

volved. Institutions comprise e.g. court of justice or company. Partly follow-

ing Dahlgren's ROLE distinction, we introduce the feature legal person to

cover e.g. o�cer or parent. Concepts attributed by institution or legal person

can act as potential agent.

25see the detailed subordination in [Heydrich, 1978]
26op.cit.
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The information feature is used to specify the �rst argument of the THM

relation which interrelates information or a source of information, for instance

a book or a database and the theme it is about, e.g. physics or sta�. Not only

concrete entities like book are possible sources of information but also abstract

ones like performance or demonstration.

The geographical concept is used to support the disambiguation of preposi-

tions in the semantic interpretation process. For instance, if a preposition is

able to connect an activity to a location and the existing �ller is a geograph-

ical concept like Kentucky or Rocky Mountains, the preposition is actually

used in the locational meaning. In general, the geographical concept feature

applies to concrete entities related to geography as well as to abstract en-

tities like equator. Entities that are not in this set are those only having a

location{like character, for instance building.

3.3 The Linguistic Subtlety Level

First of all, we are of the opinion that in principle all classi�cation should

and theoretically could be done by third level subcategorization techniques

alone but we will show in the following that it is not e�cient enough for a

speci�c application. In summary, we introduced the �rst two levels

. to have a well founded basis in order to de�ne relations and func-

tions used in a representation system based on semantic networks,

. to classify entities that satisfy the selectional restrictions related

to linguistic categories like verbs and at the same time to de�ne

speci�c subclasses of these categories and

. to check for consistency in the process of analysis in an e�ective

and fast way.

What remains to be done on the third level in our three level approach is to

specify entities by establishing a connection to a part of a semantic network.

This allows the lexicon to exhaustively specify any lexical items. Through

addition of the linguistic subtlety classi�cation, a continuous transition from
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rather rough ontological speci�cation to �ne grained lexical subcategoriza-

tion is achieved. Additionally, when a natural language system (NLS) starts

from scratch, this lexical subcategorization is representative for rudimentary

world knowledge connected to speci�c lexemes, e.g. the lexical entry to neigh

comprises the restriction that only horses are able to do this. In a NLS with

fully developed knowledge base, this level can be exclusively realized in the

lexicon by pointers to the nodes of the semantic network.

Let's have a look at the following example to clarify the signi�cance of the

linguistic subtlety level tools.

(14) a. The bomb in the box is ticking.

b. The telephone in the box is ticking. (?)

Ticking can only be executed by entities (usually thing with feature non

animate) having a clockwork as a part. Beside a classi�cation by level one and

two, a lexeme speci�c (here for the �ller of the agent role of to tick) additional

classi�cation is needed. The complete speci�cation for entities able to tick is

shown in �gure 8. Linguistic subtlety level speci�c subordination is marked

by the shaded box. Whereas rough classi�cation by the tools of the �rst two

Figure 8: Characterizaton of Entities able to tick

levels is not su�cient to distinguish correct from wrong �llers, additional �ne

grained speci�cation of the third level is. So, bomb in example a is a correct

�ller for the agent role of tick whereas in example b telephone (although thing

and non animate) is not. The reason is that there is a PARS relation between

bomb and clockwork that doesn't exist for telephone (cf. �gure 8). On the

other hand, it is not recommendable to introduce a sort like things-having-
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a-clock-as-part which is theoretically possible but leads to a proliferation of

sorts.

A classi�cation merely relying on semantical relations isn't ideal, either. Al-

though this would correspond to a fully homogenous and adequate represen-

tation, there has to be in addition to the present third level speci�cation by

semantic links a { probably long { path from the node representing the thing

that is able to tick to the node labelled 'concrete entity' and another to the

one labelled 'non animate'. In case of necessitiy for e.g. a consistency check,

you have to follow the path taking into account meta knowledge like transi-

tiveness of the relations concerned and so on. This raises serious problems for

e�cient information retrieval and generally involves very di�cult inference

processes.

So, for practical reasons, we decided for the e�cient version of classi�ca-

tion: parts of semantic nets enriched by features and sorts as illustrated in

�gure 10.

Next, we would like to present our view on how to deal with di�erent shades

of meaning of a lexeme. This comprises the 'concept family' question raised

by BIERWISCH already pointed out in section 2.4 on page 9. Consider the

following example to recall the problem:

(15) a. In the morning, Jim goes to school. (building)

b. At 2 pm, school is over. (process)

c. Tomorrow, the school goes for an outing. (institution)

d. School is a product of civilization. (principle)

Bierwisch postulates a whole concept family partly illustrated by the exam-

ple sentences above. For him, this set of concepts does not form part of the

lexicon but belongs to conceptual knowledge. Following Dahlgren, one or

more sorts can be assigned to lexemes if they vary in meaning as illustrated

above. She would attach simultaneously e.g. PLACE and INSTITUTION to

school.

In contrast to Bierwisch, we do not distinguish between linguistic and con-

ceptual knowledge. Therefore, we reject a postulated common meaning like
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e.g. school0 without a direct conceptual correlate. Besides, we wouldn't be

able to classify such an entry with the means of our classi�cation system.

Instead, one conceptual variant is considered primary. With respect to ex-

ample 15, we see the interpretation as an institution for school as primary.

Like us, Dahlgren sees no di�erence between linguistic and conceptual

knowledge. But in contradistinction to our approach, she characterizes a

concept by possibly more than one sort according to the di�erent meanings.

Therefore, she doesn't distinguish a primary meaning.

In our approach, the principle variant in �gure 9 is not di�erentiated be-

cause it is very closely related to the primary meaning. The building variant,

however, is essential not only for school but for all other concepts that rep-

resent institutions because usually all institutions are located in a building

denoted by the same lexeme. This basic interrelation is expressed in the

fully worked out semantic network by a default rule which is able to generate

the locational variant on the basis of the institutional one on demand. We

have to use default rules, because this interrelation does not hold generally

as already pointed out by Bierwisch: for instance, there is no locational in-

terpretation for in the government because the lexeme government although

representing an institution excludes the building variant. Variants of meaning

that have their own lexicalization, for instance seat of government (german:

Regierungssitz) are not reached via the core meaning but they are directly

addressed in the lexicon.

Interestingly, there is also a transfer of meaning or lexical use in cases where

institution is not the principal variant. Consider the following example sen-

tence:

(16) The White House made a statement to the press.

in which a shift from the core meaning building to institution has been made.

The primary lexicalized meaning represents an entry point into the knowl-

edge base in which it constitutes one of possibly many nodes in a whole �eld

of meanings. In the case of sentence 16, the lexical transfer goes from a loca-
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tion (the name of a building) to a corresponding institution (the American

government). Figure 9 illustrates the part of the semantic network which

is related to school. We think that our approach is su�ciently expressive

for classifying purposes and considerably e�cient with respect to semantic

representation as well as to natural language processing. Additionally, third

Figure 9: The Field of Meanings for school

level tools allow to represent the distinction of non collective concepts and

collective ones as shown in �gure 10. Non collective concepts lack a so{

called SETOF relation which is related to the extensional interpretation of

the concept (for detailed information about relations and di�erent layers see

[Helbig and Herold, 1994]). This distinction becomes crucial e.g. when re-

Figure 10: Characterization of the Collective Noun team
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stricting possible agent role �llers of verbs like to meet { non collective nouns

in singular are excluded.

(17) a. The team met at 9 a.m. for breakfast.

b. Jim met at 9 a.m. for breakfast. (?)

Furthermore, the distinction between individual and generic concepts is ac-

counted for in order to capture the selectional restrictions related to e.g. the

a�ected role (AFF) of the verb to die out { individual nouns in singular are

excluded.

(18) a. The whale is about to die out.

b. This whale is about to die out. (?)

The dichotomy individual vs. generic relevant to almost all sorts is represented

by the distinction of di�erent layers in the semantic network MESNET27.

In a nutshell, third level speci�cation tools are mainly used for the classi�ca-

tion of lexical entries, i.e. for categories that are only of interest for a single

lexeme.

In principle, they provide the framework for a exible generation of categories

usable for domain dependent applications { i.e. for 'sorts' like Altbierkneipe

from the lower structure of LILOG{ontology.

The classi�cation method described can be used in natural language process-

ing for the characterization of lexical entries as well as for the description of

nodes in a semantic network. During analysis, the classi�cation information

is important for checking selectional restrictions and for disambiguation. In

natural language generation from semantic networks, it provides the base for

choosing the appropriate part of speech (noun/verb phrase, sentence etc.)

for the natural language construct to be generated.

27see [Helbig and Herold, 1994]
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